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Abstract 
This paper discusses the problems in organization and retrieval due 
proliferation resources in digital format over the web. It presents the 
harvest systems which tackles the problems through a set of 
customizable tools for gathering information from diverse 
repositories, building topic specific content indexes, flexibly 
searching indexes, widely replicating them, and caching objects as 
they are retrieved across the Internet.  Harvest permits flexible 
construction of information services that use both the network and 
information servers efficiently.  It is easily configurable system and 
can be deployed to automatically collect and summarize related 
objects from around the Internet into digital library collections. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Over the past few years the Internet has become a popular tool for information retrieval.  Until 
1992 ftp and NetNews were principal publishing tools. Around 1992 Gopher and WAIS gained 
popularity because they provided better ways for information navigation. But in 1993 with the 
introduction of Mosaic it has been made easy to incorporate multimedia documents through www 
links with the help of its (Mosaic’s) graphical interface.  While Internet publishing has become 
easy and popular the effective use of Internet accessible information has become more difficult 
due to its unorganized nature. Moreover the current information system experiences serious 
network and server bottlenecks, as a result of users’ attempts to access networked information. 
Harvest addresses these problems through a set of customizable tools for gathering information 
from diverse repositories, building topic specific content indexes, flexibly searching indexes, 
widely replicating them, and caching objects as they are retrieved across the Internet.  The system 
can handle HTTP, FTP, WAIS, and Gopher information resources. 
 
Harvest permits flexible construction of information services that use both the network and 
information servers efficiently.  It can be configured to automatically collect and summarize 
related objects from around the Internet into a large collection, or into a tiny specialized 
collection. 
 
2.  SUBSYSTEM OVERVIEW 
Harvest mainly has two major components namely ‘Gatherer’ and ‘Broker’. The Gatherer 
subsystem collects indexing information (such as keywords, author names, and titles) from the 
resources available at Provider sites (such as FTP and HTTP servers). The Broker subsystem 
retrieves indexing information from one or more Gatherers, suppresses duplicate information, 
incrementally indexes the collected information, and provides a WWW query interface to it. 
Pictorially the setup can be seen as shown in the Fig. 1. 
 
Harvest Gatherers and Brokers can be configured in various ways.  Running a Gatherer remotely 
from a Provider site allows Harvest to interoperate sites that are not running Harvest Gatherers, 
by using standard object retrieval protocols like FTP, Gopher, HTTP, and NNTP.  But this 
arrangement results into excess server and network load.  The other way of gathering information 
is running the gatherer on providers’ site.  This saves a great deal of server load and network 
traffic. (Fig. 2)  
 
On the other hand Brokers can collect information from many Gatherers (to build an index of 
widely distributed information) and even can also retrieve information from other Brokers, in 
effect cascading indexed views from one another. 
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Fig.1: Broker Subsystem 
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Fig. 2: Harvest Gatherers and Brokers 
 
In effect, this gatherer/ broker design provides an efficient network pipe facility, allowing 
information to be gathered, transmitted, and shared by many different types of indexes, with a 
great deal of flexibility in how information is filtered and interconnected between providers and 
brokers. 
 
Gatherers and Brokers communicate using an attribute value pair stream protocol called the 
Summary Object Interchange Format (SOIF), intended to be easily parsed yet sufficiently 
expressive to handle many kind of objects. It delineates streams of object summaries and allows 
for multiple levels of nested detail.   
 
3.  THE GATHERER SUBSYSTEM 
The Gatherer retrieves information resources using a variety of standard access methods (FTP, 
Gopher, HTTP, NNTP, and local files), and then summarizes those resources in various type-
specific ways to generate structured indexing information.  Harvest Brokers or other search 
services can then retrieve the indexing information from the Gatherer to use in a searchable index 
available via a WWW interface.  There arise two kinds of problems with indexing web: data 
collection inefficiency and duplication of implementation efforts.  Harvest addresses these 
problems by providing an efficient and flexible system for building indexes.     
 
3.1.  Data Collection Efficiency 
Harvest focuses on coordinating and optimizing the gathering process.  The biggest inefficiency 
in current web indexing tools arises from collecting indexing information from systems designed 
to support object retrieval.  For example, to build an index of HTML documents, each document 
must be retrieved from a server and scanned for hypertext links.  This causes a great deal of load, 
because each object retrieval requires creating a TCP connection, forking a UNIX process, 
changing directories several level deep, transmitting the object and terminating the process.  The 
gatherer dramatically reduces these inefficiencies through the use of provider site – resident 
software optimized for indexing.  This software scans the objects periodically and maintains a 
cache of indexing information, so that separate traversals are not required for each object.  More 
importantly, it allows a provider’s indexing information to be retrieved in a single stream, rather 
than requiring separate requests for each object.  This results in a huge reduction of server load.  
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The combination of traversal caching and response streaming can reduce server load 
significantly. 
 
The gatherer uses four techniques to reduce network traffic substantially.  First, it uses Essence 
system to extract content summaries before passing the data to a remote broker.  Essence uses the 
type – specific procedure to extract the most relevant parts of document as content summaries.  
Hence, where web robots might retrieve a set of HTML documents and extract anchors and URLs 
from each, Essence extracts content summaries at the provider site, significantly reducing data to 
be transmitted.  Second gatherer transmits data in compressed form.  Third, gatherer supports 
incremental updates by allowing brokers to request only summaries that have been changed since 
a specified time.  Finally the gatherer maintains a cache of recently received objects, to reduce the 
load of starting the system backup after a crash.  
 
3.2  Flexibility of Information Gathering and Extraction 
Essence summarizing mechanism also permits a great deal of flexibility in extracting information.  
Site administrators can customize the object recognition process (typically by examining file 
naming convention and contents) and how information is extracted from each type of object.  
Essence can also extract file with arbitrarily deep presentation – layer nesting (e.g. compressed 
“tar” files). 
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Fig.3: Information gathering and extraction 
 
The gatherer allows objects to be specified either individually in “LeafNodes” or through type – 
specific recursive enumeration in “RootNodes.  The RootNode mechanism provides several 
means to control the enumeration, including site and URL, stop lists, enumeration depth limits 
and enumerated URL count limits.  The default limits are conservative to prevent a misconfigured 
Gatherer from traversing large part of web.  In this way gatherer can be customized to generate 
content summaries ranging from detailed full – text to highly abridged and specialized 
“signatures”.  The Gatherer also allows user to include manually generated information along 
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with the Essence – extracted information.  This allows users to improve index quality for data that 
warrants the added manual labor.  
 
4.  THE BROKER SUBSYSTEM 
The Broker retrieves and manages indexing information from Gatherers and other Brokers, and 
provides a www query interface to the indexing information.  As illustrated in figure 1, the broker 
consists of four software modules: the Collector, the Registry, the Storage Manager & Index / 
Search Engine, and the query manager.  The Registry and Storage Manager maintains the 
authoritative list of summary objects that exist in the broker.  For each object, the registry records 
a time – to – live value and unique object identifier (OID) consisting of object URL plus 
information about the gatherer that generated the summary object.  The storage manager archives 
a collection of summary objects on disk, storing each as a file in the underlying file system 
 
The collector periodically requests updates from each gatherer or broker specified in its 
configuration file.  The gatherer responds with a list of object summaries to be created, removed, 
or updated, based on a timestamp passed from the requesting broker.  The collector parses the 
response and forwards it to the Registry for processing. 
 
When an object is created, an OID is added to the Registry, the summary object is archived by the 
Storage manager, and a handle is given to the index / search Engine.  When the collection is 
finished, the Registry is written to disk to complete the transaction.  When an object is destroyed, 
OID is removed and the Storage Manager deletes a summary object.  When an object is refreshed, 
its time – to – live is recomputed.  If the time – to – live expires for an object, the object is 
removed from the broker.  Since the state of a storage manager may become inconsistent with the 
Registry, periodic garbage collection removes any unreferenced objects from the storage 
manager. 
 
The query manager exports objects to the network.  It accepts a query, translates it into 
intermediate representation, and then passes it to the search engine. The search engine responds 
with a list of OIDs and some search engine - specific data for each.  
 
A broker can gather objects directly from another broker using a bulk transfer protocol within the 
query manager.  When a query is sent to the source Broker, instead of returning the usual short 
description, the query manager returns the entire summary object.  The query filters summary 
objects so that one Broker can gather a subset of the objects in another broker.  In this way a 
Broker can create an index of a specialized set of summary objects by filtering them from other 
brokers. 
 
The query manager supports remote administration of the broker’s configuration and operations.  
Several Broker parameters can be manipulated, including the list of gatherers to contact, the 
frequency of contact with gatherer, the default time – to – live  for summary object, and the 
frequency of garbage collection. 
 
5.  THE INDEX AND SEARCH SUBSYSTEM  
To accommodate diverse indexing and searching needs, Harvest defines a general Broker – 
Index/ Search Engine interface that can accommodate a variety of “backend” search engines.  The 
principal requirements are that the backend support Boolean combinations of attribute based 
queries, and that it supports incremental updates. One can therefore use a variety of different 
backend inside a Broker. 
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As suggested in Figure 1, the Broker uses a flexible indexing interface that supports a variety of 
indexing subsystems. The default Harvest Broker uses Glimpse as indexer, but other indexers 
such as Swish, and WAIS (both free WAIS and commercial WAIS), also work with the Broker. 
 
5.1.  Tuning Glimpse Indexing in the Broker 
The Glimpse indexing system can be tuned in a variety of ways. One of the most noteworthy 
parameter is indexing granularity, for which Glimpse provides three options: a tiny index (2-3% 
of the total size of all files -- mileage may vary), a small index (7-8%), and a medium-size index 
(20-30%).  By changing the GlimpseIndex-Option in Broker's broker.conf file, Glimpse can be 
tuned to use one of these three indexing granularity options. By default, GlimpseIndex-Option 
builds a medium-size index using the glimpseindex program. 
 
Glimpse uses a “stop list” to avoid indexing very common words. This list is not fixed, but rather 
computed as the index is built. For a medium-size index, the default is to put any word that 
appears at least 500 times per Mbyte (on the average) in the stop-list. For a small-size index, the 
default is words that appear in at least 80% of all files (unless there are fewer than 256 files, in 
which case there is no stop-list).  Both defaults can be changed using –S option, which should be 
followed by the new number.  Tiny size indexes do not maintain a stop list. 
 
5.2.  Using Swish as an Indexer 
Harvest includes support for using Swish as an indexing engine with the Broker.  Swish is a nice 
alternative to Glimpse if faster search support is needed and one wants to lose the more powerful 
query features.  It also is an alternative in case of trouble with ‘Glimpse’ copyright status. 
 
To use Swish with an existing broker, Indexer – Type variable in broker.conf needs to be changed 
into “Swish”. Swish can also be specified to be used as an indexer while creating a new broker by 
running RunHarvest –swish instead of RunHarvest.   
 
5.3.  Using WAIS as an Indexer 
Harvest supports using WAIS (both free WAIS and WAIS Inc.’s index or search engine) as a 
Broker’s indexing and search subsystem. 
 
To use WAIS with an existing broker, Indexer – Type variable in broker.conf needs to be changed 
into “WAIS”.  Any of the WAIS variants can be chosen by setting WAIS – Flavor variable in 
broker.conf to “Commercial – WAIS”, “freeWAIS”, or “WAIS”.  Otherwise, CreateBroker will 
ask you if you want to use WAIS, and where the WAIS programs (waisindex, waissearch, 
waisserver, and with the commercial version of WAIS waisparse) are located. 
Running the broker will start WAIS server automatically after the index is built. 
 
While creating a broker it can be specified to use WAIS as an Indexer by issuing command 
RunHarvest –wais in place of RunHarvest. 
 
5.4.  Querying a Broker 
The Harvest Broker can handle many types of queries. The queries handled by a particular Broker 
depend on what index/search engine is being used inside of it.  If a particular Broker does not 
support a certain type of query, it returns an error when the user requests that type of query. 
Harvest supports many different index/search engines, with varying capabilities.  The most 
powerful and commonly used search engine is Glimpse, which supports: 
v case-insensitive and case-sensitive queries;  
v matching parts of words, whole words, or multiple word phrases;  
v Boolean (AND/OR) combinations of keywords;  
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v approximate matches (e.g., allowing spelling errors);  
v structured queries (which allow you to constrain matches to certain attributes);  
v displaying matched lines or entire matching records (e.g., for citations);  
v specifying limits on the number of matches returned; and  
v a limited form of regular expressions (e.g., allowing ``wild card'' expressions that match 
all words ending in a particular suffix). 
 
6.  THE QUERY INTERFACE 
Harvest supports a uniform client interface through the query manager in the broker.  The query 
manager in each broker implements the same query language, which supports Boolean 
combinations of keyword and attribute based expression.  Query results are presented in a 
uniform format that includes some indexer specific information plus the object identifier for each 
object 
 
The Query Manager uses an HTML form to collect the query from the user, and then passes the 
query to the Harvest gateway.  The gateway retrieves the query from the form and sends it to the 
query manager.  The set of objects returned by the query manager is converted into an HTML 
page with hypertext links to complete summary objects in the broker’s database and to the 
original resource described by the summary object. 
 
 
 
Example of Query Interface 
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Example of Advanced Query Interface  
 
 
 
Search Results of a Query 
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